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Problem Statement:
Analyze the Base‐X 505 series tactical shelter for a snow load of 10 pounds per square foot, and
recommend changes to improve the design. Pay specific attention to the stress within the structure that
exists within the cables and beams.
Solution Methodology:
Using the drawings provided, we created a computer model with Autodesk Inventor 2009 that could be
analyzed using finite element analysis in ANSYS Classic. Once the structure was in ANSYS, we applied
loads that represented the 10 pounds per square foot snow load. We decided to use BEAM‐188 element
within ANSYS, which is a two‐node structural beam with six degrees of freedom, for all of the structural
poles within the tent. We defined the cross‐section for each pole member. We used the LINK‐10
element, which is a tension only element, for all of the wires. The materials used for the beams were all
6061 Aluminum, and the wires were a 49‐strand stainless‐steel cable. First, we analyzed the tent to see
what stresses we would get. Then, we analyzed the tent structure without the snow cable to see if the
tent would fail without it. Lastly, we analyzed two other cases to see if we could improve the structure.
We analyzed the stress intensity, the axial stress, the cable stress, and the displacement vector sum for
the entire structure of the tent. We also did a hand calculation for the susceptibility of the structure to
buckling. We did these analyzations for each case: the normal case, the tent without the snow cable, the
tent with an increased cable size of 3/16 of an inch with the snow cable, and the tent without the snow
cable but with a 5/16 of an inch inner cable.
Results:
Due to the yielding of the structure and low factor of safety, we would recommend a larger cable and
the use of the snow cable. Without the snow cable the structure buckles under the load given. A larger
3/16 in. cable would improve the factor of safety and relieve some of the stress off of the Aluminum
beams.

Max Stress Factory of Safety
Cable Diamter (in)
(psi)
(Yield)
3/32
30431
1.31
3/32 w/o snow cable
3/16
5/16 w/o snow cable

52604
18175
28747

0.76
2.20
1.39

Max Cable Load
(lbs)
600
1278
855
2392

Break Strength Cable Factor of Safety
(lbs)
(Cable Break)
920
1.53
920
4200
9800

Table 1: Summary of Results for Each Case

0.72
4.91
4.10

Disp.
(in)
2.86
5.94
1.56
2.88

